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Abstract

The subject of the paper is the change resistance and dealing with it. 
In term of globalization, the environment is changeable and the companies 
must answer to these changes with changes inside them. The employees at the 
beginning of the each change, resist the new condition and changes. Because 
of that it is very important to learn how to deal with this.

At the beginning of the paper the barriers of changes are presented. 
The types of sources of change resistance are analyzed. The characteristics of 
individual and organizational sources of change resistance should be taken in 
consideration. After that, the frame for overcoming the resistance to change 
is explored.

From many different strategies, six strategies for overcoming the 
barriers of changes are specially analyzed: aligning with needs and costumer 
goals, communication and training, participation and inclusion, threats and 
coercion, creating change teams and creating of idea champion.

The aim of this paper is to show the great importance of learning how 
to overcome change resistance and easier accept and adapt to the changes. 
With faster adjustment to the new challenges, the companies will be more 
competitive and will save needed energy.

In order to achieve the aim of the research, the methods of induction, 
deduction, synthesis of systematic analyses, comparison, as well as combination 
of qualitative and quantitative analyses of the results have been used.
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Introduction

Companies constantly face pressures to change. The real world is 
turbulent and requires organizations and their members to undergo dynamic 
change if they are to perform at competitive levels (Balogun, J. and Hope 
Haily, V. (2004). Because of increasing of its importance the management 
of changes should be the main field of exploring in this paper, because the 
changes are a basic characteristic of contemporary organizations.

In the paper changes will be explored from another perspective. On 
the other side are the employees who must get used to the new tasks, develop 
the new skills, new transfers, be rewarded or retired. Also the individual and 
organizational barriers for change are analyzed.

Managers should aim their interests towards spreading their knowledge 
about management of change in order to be able to anticipate the needs for 
change and prepare for it. The changes need to be explored and analyzed from 
all aspects and actually that is the way in which we can manage them.

The paper shows why people and organizations often resist change 
and how this resistance can be overcome. Various instruments for overcoming 
the change resistance are presented and reviewed. 

1. INDIVIDUAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL SOURCES OF 
CHANGE RESISTANCE

On the beginning for better understanding the change resistance, 
the sources of change resistance are explored. With better knowledge of the 
reasons, the managers will be able to help the employees who are concerned 
what will happen after the changes. Also, this is very important for avoiding 
the creation of employees who will base their tasks on avoid the changes.
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For the analytical procedure we will group sources of change resistance 
into two groups, individual and organizational. The analysis shows that in 
reality they are somewhere between the two groups. 

The individual sources of resistance of changes are in the main human 
characteristics like perception, wishes and needs.

In the Table1 bellow, the individual sources are presented:

Table 1: Characteristic of individual sources of change resistance 

Individual 
source

Characteristics

Habit People are usually used to making things in the same  
way

Security The employees with greater needs for security show 
bigger change resistance 

Economy 
factors

This resistance occurs when the salary is closely related 
to productivity

Fear of the 
unknown

The unknown, instead of routine daily steps causes fear

Demographic 
reasons

The younger employees accept the changes more easily

Selective 
information 
process

The employees accept only the information what they 
want to hear. Rejecting the other information can be 
source of resistance.

Source: Stephen P. Robbins, (2003), “Organizational Behavior”: 559

The main characteristics of the analysis of the individual sources are 
shortly explained.

Habit as a source of resistance to change. Every day when we go to 
work, we use the same route through the same streets. Most people behave 
that way. As human beings we are creations of habit.2 The life is very complex 
and people have no need to think about all the possibilities for the hundreds of 
2 Knights D. and H.Willmott, (2007), “Organizational Behaviour Management”, Thomson 
Learning: 22-25.
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decisions which we make daily. For facing with that complexity usually we rely 
on the habit and on the programmed responses. But, when we face changes, the 
tendency to respond in the usual way becomes a barrier for changes.

Security as a source of change resistance. The people with big needs 
for security present bigger change resistance because their feeling of security 
is threatened. So, for an example, when new equipment is implemented, the 
old partners are concerned.

Economy factors as a source of change resistance. Another source of 
individual resistance is the concern that the changes will cut earnings. The 
changes in the working tasks or implementing the new working routine can 
cause fear. 

The fear of unknown as a source of change resistance. Changes are 
replacement of the known with ambiguity and uncertainty. The changes of 
well known conditions create an unknown condition which very often can 
be rejected. For example, implementing the total quality management, TQM, 
means that the employees must learn statistical techniques for quality control 
and somebody can be afraid that he will not respond to this request. Because 
of that negative views for TQM are developed. 

Also, with the changes in the organizational scheme in many 
organizations the fear of the unknown is felt. That causes resistance because 
the employees don’t know where they will be with the new changes and if 
they will be regularly paid. 

Demographic structure as a source of resistance to change. 
Researches show that the acceptance of changes depends on the composition 
of employees. The younger and more educated employees accept the changes 
more easily. They can easier adapt to the changes and are more willing to 
learn new things. 

The selective process of information as a source of change resistance. 
As we know, the individuals live their lives through their perceptions. Once 
created that world is barrier for changes. So, the individuals are responsible 
for a selective information process that fits their perception. They hear only 
what they want to hear. They ignore the information that challenge the world 
what they were created.

The reason for the organizational barriers for changes can be found 
in the organizations inert nature. The main types of organizational sources of 
change resistance are systematized in the Table.2 above:
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Table 2: Characteristic of organizational sources of change resistance 
Organizational 
sources Characteristics

Structural inertness Organizations are usually designed to promote stability
Limited focus on 
the changes

The changes inside the subsystems are with 
tendency to be neglected.

Inertness of 
working group

This resistance occurs in the social groups 

The need of new 
expertise

The new expertise can be a reason for resistance 

The need of new  
power relations

The new power distribution between organization 
parts can be organizational source of resistance

The need of 
reallocation of 
the resources 

The new allocation of resources can be reason 
for change resistance

A previous 
unsuccessful 
effort for change

Everybody who survived the previous failure, surely will 
manifested the resistance to do the same thing 

The composition of 
Managerial board 

The Managerial Board is the group who make the 
organization politic and the change resistance depends 
on their structure

Source: Stephen P. Robbins, (2003), “Organizational Behavior”: 561

The analyze of the main characteristics of the organizational sources 
of resistance are discussed in addition:

Structural inertness. Organizations are designed to promote stability. 
The forces which influence the individual results of working are strongly 
determined and have structural inertia. Is very hard to overhead the change 
resistance created from forces of stability. For example, the selection process 
systematically selects secure people, and rejects the uncertain ones. The 
trainings and other techniques of socialization force the specific requests and 
skills. The formalization reserves the description of work, roles and procedures 
which employees should follow. The employees engaged in an organization 
should adapt to the organizational roles, because that is expected.
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The limited focus on the changes. The organizations are created from 
many independent subsystems. We cannot change a part of them without its 
reflection to other parts.3 So, for an example, if the management changes the 
technology process without modifying the organizational structure and culture 
in the same time, the changes of technology will not be accepted voluntary. 
The changes only in one subsystem are with a tendency to be neglected from 
the bigger system. 

Inertness of working groups. It can be noted that the inertness to 
continue working on a specific way stems not only from work nature, but 
also from social groups in organizations. Because of the strong social norm 
in groups, there is a pressure for realizing the work in a concrete way. The 
implementation of changes undermines the expectations and lead to resistance. 
When the individuals want to change their environment, it can happen that the 
group norms act as barriers for changes.

The need of new expertise. The changes in the organizational style can 
ask for an expertise of a special group. Implementing the new changes often 
asks for new knowledge and expertise. The employees who don’t have this 
knowledge show this type of resistance.

The need of new power relations. During the changes also the change 
of power distribution between the individuals and organizational departments 
occurs. The departments which have control of the power are concerned that 
they will lose the power and the position because of organizational changes. 
Different distribution of decision making can require long establishment of 
power relations inside the organization.

The need for reallocation of resources. The groups who control a 
big number of resources usually note the need for change. Implementing the 
changes can mean budget reduction or reducing the number of employees. 
That means that many changes will ask for changes in allocation of power.

A previous unsuccessful effort for change. The groups in organizations 
which were unsuccessful in implementing the changes in the past, can be 
suspicious and reject the attempts for implementing the changes in the systems.

The composition of Managerial board. When this body consists of 
many members it makes smaller changes than when it consists from few 
members. A managerial board where the members come from various 
areas initiates less change, than when the members come from the same 
professional area. 
3 V.D.Kondalkar, (2007), “Organizational Behavioral”, New Age International (P) Limited, 
Publishers, 30-33.
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2. STRATEGIES FOR OVERCOMING THE CHANGE 
RESISTANCE

In this part of the Paper we pay attention on the possibilities of coping 
with change resistance. From many strategies, the following six strategies for 
overcoming the change resistance are explored:4 

•	 Aligning with the needs and goals of consumers;
•	 Communication and training;
•	 Participation and inclusion;
•	 Threats and coercion;
•	 Creating change teams;
•	 Creating an idea champion.

 
Aligning with needs and goals of consumers. The best strategy for 

overcoming the change resistance is to ensure that with change we will satisfy 
the real need. Often the change initiators don’t consult with the employees who 
will use the changes, so the resistance occurs. In the process of overcoming 
the resistance it should be shown that the changes are good for the consumers. 

Communication and training. The change barriers can be reduced by 
communicating with the employees. With communication the employees will 
be able to perceive the change logic. This tactic predicts that the source of 
resistance is in the misinformation and poor communication. If the employees 
receive all the facts and all the misinformation are cleaned, the resistance will 
be prevented. 5

Communication can be reached with one-to–one discussions, notes, 
group presentations or reviews. It will produce effects only if the source of 
change resistance is in inadequate communication. In this case the relations 
will be characterized with changing trust and belief among employees and 
managers. If these conditions do not exist, there is a small possibility that the 
changes will be successful.

4 B. Gjorjijovski and D. Bojadzioski, (2003), “The Theory of Organization”, Economy 
Faculty, Skopje: 411 
5 Tricia S. Cabrey, Amy Haughey, (2014),”Enabling Organizational Change Through 
Strategic Initiatives”, PMI’s Pulse of the Profession In-Depth Report, 9.
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Participation and inclusion. Analyses show that for individuals it 
is difficult to oppose the decisions in which they participated.6 The self-
confidence that they were included in making an important decision can reduce 
the change barriers. The lack of employees’ participation in decision making 
is a reason for poor decision making and long duration of their realization. 

Threats and coercion. This strategy is the last instrument on the list. 
This is using the direct method of power to the employees who resist the 
change. In a case when the corporative management really must implement 
some production plan, but the employees are unruly to accept this, the power 
will be an instrument which will be used. Other cases of coercion are the 
threats of transfers, loss of promotions or negative results of working. 

Creating change teams. Forming creative sectors, new risk groups, 
task groups are ways of focusing the energy in creating and implementation 
of changes.

Encouraging the idea champion. The idea champion is one of the most 
effective tools in dealing with change resistance. They are strongly connected 
to their idea and can convince the employees to implement the idea, even by 
using power, if is necessary. The technical and management champions go 
ahead even when nobody believes in them. The experience shows that their 
enthusiasm pays off.

3. THE TACTICS FOR OVERCOMING THE CHANGE 
RESISTANCE 

Apart from the analyzed strategies, the change agents also use some 
tactics for dealing with change resistance. In this part of the paper the most 
used tactics for overcoming the change resistance are observed: facilitate and 
support, negotiation, manipulation and collaboration.

The main issues of the tactics for overcoming the change resistance 
are explored as follows:

6 Matt Barnard, Naomi Stoll, (2010), “Organisational Change Management”: A rapid literature 
review, Short Policy Report No. 10/01, Centre for Understanding Behaviour Change: 3-10, 
[http://www.bristol.ac.uk/medialibrary/sites/cubec/migrated/documents/pr1.pdf]
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Facilitate and support
The change agents can offer space for supporting effort for reducing 

the change resistance. When the employees feel the fear and indifference is 
high, they go to the consulting and training of new skills. The flaw of this 
tactic is the time of its acceptance. The expensive side of this tactic is not a 
warranty for success. 

Negotiation
Another option available to the change agents for dealing with change 

resistance is to give something in exchange for reducing the resistance. For 
example if the resistance is concentrated in a few powerful individuals, specific 
packets of rewards can be negotiated to meet their individual requirements.  
The negotiation as tactic can be necessary when the resistance comes from 
powerful source. But the high |costs cannot be ignored. In addition, a risk exist 
that some agent who negotiated with some group for overcoming the change 
resistance, became a possible object of blackmail from another individuals in 
power position.

Manipulation and collaboration
This method means that the hidden influences will attack. Twisted 

and distorted facts will seem more attractive. With holding the unwanted 
information the wrong rumors will be created to make the employees accept 
changes as examples of manipulations. If the corporative management 
threatens to close particular parts from production or these parts fail, and 
these information are not really correct, the management uses manipulation.

The collaboration from another side is a form of common manipulation 
and participation. That means winning the leaders of the group over by giving 
them the main role in making the decisions related to the changes.

The leader’s proposal is seemingly better, but only until they get their 
consent. The manipulation and collaboration together are relatively cheap 
and easy ways of getting the support and agreement. It is possible that this 
tactic turns against if the goal becomes aware that they were used. Once they 
discover that a manipulation has been done, the credibility of the change 
agent is doubtful. 
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4. MANUAL FOR OVERCOMING THE CHANGE 
RESISTANCE

The managers must pay attention at concerning of employees related 
to the changes. They must give the basic information to the individuals about 
the changes. Employees must be introduced how the changes will reflect to 
their vital interests.7 With various techniques will facilitate the assessment of 
problems about designing of work during the change process. That would be 
the process through the employees will start to think about the new situation 
on the constructive way.

The findings from the research can be shown as a manual for 
overcoming the change resistance: The main issues were grouped in the four 
groups: analyzing and introducing myself, introducing the situation, another 
who can help and working to rise the self confidence. These explored issues 
are presented in the Table3:

7 Stephen P. Robbins, Timothy A. Judge, (2013), “Organizational Behavioral”, Pearson 
Education, Inc., publishing as Prentice Hall: 339.
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Table3: The main issues for clarifying the open points
Issues Discussion

Analyzing and 
introducing 
myself

Did I choose what happened?
Should I accept the changes?
Can I profit from the changes?
What damage can happen to me?
Do I know what I want? 
Which skills and abilities do I possess?
How do I plan to develop the new abilities? 
Have I experienced similar changes?
How do I plan to fight?
Am I taking the initiative? 
Can I deal with stress?
Am I able to deal with conflict?
Can I avoid the conflict? 
How successfully do I manage my time?
Do I reproach myself? 
Am I ready for changes and how will I feel because of the changes?
Do I expect that others in the company will handle these questions?

Introduce the 
situation

Can I describe the situation?
Can I explain the new system?
What can I say for the working environment?
Can I explain why the changes are necessary?
How do I expect to behave?
Which standard of performance is required?
Who will work with them?
Who will report about them?
Who will be responsible for them?
Can I reject the previous system?
Can I experiment with the new system?
Can I learn from tests and errors?

Introducing 
another who
can help

Can somebody help me? If I speak with family, friends or colleagues?
With managers?
With somebody independent?

Working to rise
the self 
confidence

Test our ideas and beliefs.
Talking loudly with myself about open questions.
Forgetting the past.
Defining the goals and activities for benefits

Marija Merdzanovska : Dealing with change resistance
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Also, should be pointed out that must be good communication 
between managers and employees for clear explanation of need of changes. 
Here should be taken into the errors in communication that occur between 
sender and receiver and in communication channels.

The managers must be sure that there is enough time and place for 
sensing and feeling the changes. The discussion presents the exploration of 
issues and points that need to be faced and the ways in which we can deal. 
With these issues, presented in the Table 3, we can define the base for series 
workshops for employees who will be included in changes programs. 

On the end we can systematize the main benefits from the research. 
These can be presented as a guide for overcoming the change resistance 
shown in the Table 4:

Table 4 Instruments for overcoming the change resistance 
Instrument Steps

Strong political dynamics Convincing the employee to have the same 
vision with the leader. 

Education of working force
With education of working force, the fear 
can be reduced, when it is clarified what the 
changes mean

Employee involvement in change planning

The employees who are involved 
in the change process and are informed, 
understand the need for help better 
and defy the changes much less.

Rewarding the constructive behavior
The changes are accepted more easily if 
the employees are rewarded for their 
constructive behavior

With using the recommended steps in the Table 4 for overcoming the 
change resistance and realizing the changes, significant energy in support of 
change will be released. The organizations will become more receptive to 
overall change and more effective.

Economic Development No. 1-2 /2016 p.(393-406)
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Conclusion

In globalization terms, the organizations must change themselves 
daily. It can be concluded that one of the main roles of the managers is to 
overcome the change resistance. It is in the human nature to be inert and do 
the known things. 

The managers must analyze all possible sources of the change 
resistance and pay attention on clarifying the motives and reasons for change 
to the employees. 

This paper contributes to easing the process of implementation of 
changes for the employees. We can conclude that a deep analysis of the sources 
of change resistance is very important. The individual and organizational 
sources of change resistance must be explored in the concrete situation with 
each employee. This is a complex analysis which must take all factors in 
consideration. From the paper can be concluded that the analysis of sources 
of change resistance would save energy in the later phases of change process. 
After this, the managers must also know all available instruments and 
mechanisms for overcoming the change resistance. After the analysis is done, 
the strategy and instruments will be chosen. We can conclude, that the time 
spend explaining and discussing in the beginning is not lost. Paper shows 
the main issues in clarifying the open points regarding the overcoming the 
change resistance. This is why many workshops for accepting the reasons for 
changes need to be organized. Reducing change resistance will facilitate the 
change implementation. Systematic approach for handling change resistance 
results with a more effective company.
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